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Abstract: Decentralized application make use of peer-to-peer networks, this ensures that no network failure can occur due to 
central node failure. Blockchain serves as an immutable ledger which allows messaging to take place in a decentralized 
manner. A decentralized application for communication and resource sharing is need in today’s world, where keeping data on 
a centralized server can be risky and costly experience. With the help of various consensus, we can implement different ways to 
share resources and communicate. Together with Blockchain and Decentralized Applications, we can create a secure and 
reliable messaging application that overcomes the drawbacks of traditional messaging applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In today’s generation chatting over messaging platforms are a part of an individual’s lifestyle. Today’s most of the communication 
happens over social media platforms. All these platforms also provide users the option to share multimedia attachments leveraging 
their communication protocols over sockets. All these chat or messaging platforms are processed through centralized servers. All the 
user’s message or information (maybe confidential) is being processed by the central server before transmitting the same to intended 
recipients. The issue with these kinds of system is that all the information are visible at processing servers even if the messages or 
information transmitted are claimed to be end to end encrypted. The author has created a messaging or rather say a simple chat 
application and has explained experimentally shown how the transmitted messages are visible at processing servers. Nevertheless, 
the system of the centralized system has scalability issues when compared to decentralized computing systems. In this work, the 
author has proposed a blockchain based solution based on ethereum platform using Whisper Protocol to the issues that exist in 
traditional messaging or chat applications.  
As we all know, traditional chat applications are centralized i.e., all the data is stored on a centralized server. Therefore major 
problem of this structure is, if the central server fails then whole network collapses. For example, WhatsApp server stored all the 
data on a central server, if in case that server is destroyed then there can be a loss of user data, or they can even leak the user 
information stored on the server. 
To overcome this, our project makes the use of decentralized Application approach (dApps). In our application all the user data is 
stored on a block which is connected to other blocks forming a chain. As the name suggests, a decentralized application does not 
have a centralized server. It is basically a peer-to-peer network. Also the data that is stored in block is almost impossible to view as a 
very secure encryption and hashing functions (256 bits) are used. Also is a hacker tries to make changes to the information in block 
then, he/she will have to make changes to all the copies of that block on whole blockchain network and that can be quite 
impossible. Though block are on all nodes, they cannot access the information in it, only the person for whom the information if 
can access it. 
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Figure 1.1 Decentralized Application Structure 

 
Decentralized Application consists of multiple nodes connected to each other in a mesh topology type network. They are connected 
to each other in a Peer-to-Peer fashion. Blockchain is a sequence of blocks, which holds a complete list of transaction records 
like conventional public ledger. 
 
The four main components of any blockchain ecosystem are as follows: 
1) A node application 
2) A shared ledger 
3) A consensus algorithm 
4) A virtual machine 
 
a) Node Application: Each Internet-connected computer needs to install and run a computer application specific to the ecosystem 

they wish to participate in. Using the case of Bitcoin as an example ecosystem, each computer must be running the Bitcoin 
wallet application. 

b) Shared Ledger: This is a logical component. The distributed ledger is a data structure managed inside the node application. 
Once you have the node application running, you can view the respective ledger (or blockchain) contents for that ecosystem. 

c) Consensus Algorithm: This, too, is a logical component of the ecosystem. The consensus algorithm is implemented as part of 
the node application, providing the ‗rules of the game‘ for how the ecosystem will arrive at a single view of the ledger. 

d) Virtual Machine: The virtual machine is the final logical component implemented as part of the node application that every 
participant in the ecosystem runs. To understand the capabilities added to an ecosystem by including a virtual machine let‘s 
take a quick look at what a virtual machine is. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Nakamoto, Satoshi [2]. In this paper, the complete mechanism of blockchain technology for a electronic cash system that 
basically allows online payments to be sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution is 
presented. It explains a network system which is distributed i.e. peer to peer network which resulted to be a solution for double 
spending and the Proof of Work algorithm for carrying out safe and secure transactions. 
Judmayer, Aljosha et.al [3] presented an overview of blockchain technology in technical point of view also introduced the 
concepts of cryptographic currencies and the consensus ledgers. This paper mainly focused on the Bitcoin cryptographic 
currencies saying that the current scientific community is relatively slowly to this emerging and fast- moving field of 
blockchain technology reason as not sufficient resources available other than bitcoin. It explained deeply about bitcoin and why it 
has gained a huge market and interest in today’s technology and also highlights the challenges in the area of digital assets 
management and presents a discussion of Bitcoin usability, privacy, and security challenges from the user’s perspective, the 
concept, characteristics, need of Blockchain and how Bitcoin works. It attempts to highlights role of Blockchain in shaping the 
future of banking, financial institutions. 
Zibin Zheng et al. [4] provided an overview of blockchain architecture firstly and compared some typical consensus 
algorithms used in different blockchains. Also discussed various blockchain based applications that are covering numerous 
fields like financial services, reputation system, IOT so on. Furthermore, technical challenges of blockchain technology such as 
scalability of security problems waiting to be overcome and recent advances are briefly listed and possible future trends for 
blockchain. 
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III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
Software has evolved from a technology tool for solving specific problems to an industry that is omnipresent in most of today's 
corporate activities over the previous 60 years. Software engineering is defined as "the use of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable 
methodology to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software," 
according to IEEE Standard 610.12 [10]. The Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) provides a complete 
description of the core SE Knowledge Areas (KAs) , which are also taken into account in this research. Software requirements, 
software process, software testing, software quality, software maintenance, software configuration management, and engineering 
management are examples of knowledge areas. 
A few (optional) studies have audited the utilization of blockchain, e.g., applications and shrewd agreement improvement. One of 
the latest orderly planning concentrates on blockchain innovations was performed..  In this review the creators mean to distinguish 
and plan different spaces of exploration connected with blockchain and perceive potential headings for future examination. 
Additionally,it led a methodical writing audit of blockchain and savvy contract advancement. Specifically,  the creators identified 
strategies, methods, apparatuses and challenges looked during the creation and testing of blockchain-arranged programming. Their 
examination recommends future exploration on the best way to adjust standard testing procedures to blockchain-arranged 
programming and how to gauge code measurements for code improvement. Both past investigations answer questions connected 
with the more extensive utilization of blockchain innovation, yet they don't analyze specifically its use in further developing SE 
exercises. To be sure, they didn't investigate the commitments that blockchain angles can bring to SE.Specifically, comparable to the 
use of blockchain to SE, to the best of our information, there give off an impression of being extremely restricted optional 
investigations. The more intently related study is a methodical planning study directed by Tariq and Colomo-Palacios]. This 
concentrate on wrote about the purposes of blockchain in programming and illustrated the benefits that this new innovation can 
bring to the SE field. The consequences of this study demonstrate that savvy contacts can computerize the verification of 
undertakings that normally require human-in-the circle. Shrewd agreements execute tests, produce results and naturally reward 
programming engineers. Also, blockchain can improve the trust between parties in rethinking programming improvement. 

 
IV. CONCULISON 

Blockchain is a powerful tool for resolving complex issues quickly. Its ability to provide security in an open environment makes it 
attractive for usage in a variety of other fields, including health care, IoT applications, and finance. E-commerce retailers and 
delivery partners can use consortium blockchains to avoid fraud during transit by continuously updating package positions on the 
blockchain. One of the most innovative potential uses of blockchain could be to avoid fraud in chit funds, which are used to save 
money in Indian society. It can also serve as a ledger for disadvantaged farmers to share resources. We give a state-of-the-art survey 
of blockchain technology in this study.  
We began by discussing the background, classification, architecture, and several sorts of consensus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Property Public Private Federated 

Consensus • Costly PoW • Light PoW • Light PoW 

Mechanism • All miners • Centralised organisation • Leader node set 

Identity • (Pseudo) Anonymous • Identified users • Identified users 

Anonymity • Malicious? • Trusted • Trusted 

Protocol & Efficiency • Low efficiency • High efficiency • High efficiency 

Consumption • High energy • Low energy • Low energy 

Immutability • Almost impossible • Collusion attacks • Collusion attacks 

Ownership & • Public • Centralised • Semi-Centralised 

Management • Permissionless • Permissioned whitelist • Permissioned nodes 

Transaction Approval • Order of minutes • Order of milliseconds • Order of milliseconds 
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